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Balanced Audio Technology (BAT) designs and builds high-end audio separates offering a distinctive combination of superb 
sound, advanced engineering and stellar construction. Defined by the principle that balanced circuits deliver better 
performance and celebrated for the cutting-edge design of advanced vacuum-tube technology, BAT's globally acclaimed 
product line-up features preamplifiers, power amplifiers, DACs and phono stages. Proprietary tech includes the 'Unistage' 
circuit deployed by BAT pre-amps, which amplifies the incoming signal only once (unlike the multiple gain stages in common 
use), and an intelligent automatic-biasing circuit, which endows BAT's vacuum-tube power amplifiers with plug-and-play 
simplicity. The latest REX 3 Series products serve as ultimate proof of Balanced Audio Technology's high-end virtuosity.
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REX 3 DAC

REX DAC demonstrates how lifelike and involving digital 
playback can be when done to the nines. This reference-
setting instrument's audiophile credentials arise from state-
of-the-art engineering in both the digital and analogue 
domains. The digital design, from Andreas Koch, runs at an 
extraordinarily high clock rate to allow for the gentlest and 
least-intrusive filter at its output. The analogue design, from 
Victor Khomenko, is a high-current vacuum-tube output 
stage that alone would exceed the performance of most 
reference tube preamplifiers. The marriage of these designs 
conveys the most natural, analogue-like rendition of digital 
recordings.

Weight: 16.3 kg 

High current vacuum-tube output 11.2 MHz DSD DAC with 
amorphous core transformer coupled output stage

Dimensions (mm): 483 x 146 x 394

DACS

£ 16,666.67 £ 20,000.00

Shunt volume control

VK-33

Building upon the heritage of our stellar VK-32 model, the 
VK-33 preamplifier incorporates changes to its power supply 
formerly reserved for our Special Edition models. SE power 
supply transformers, for example, provide a marked increase 
in dynamics and speed. Just as in the VK-33SE and VK-53SE 
models, a beautiful new industrial design complements the 
aesthetic design of this outstanding preamplifier model.

Vacuum tube current sources & 6922 gain stage

Fully balanced design

Optional phono module

Superb user interface

Weight: 17.2 kg

Dimensions (mm): 483 x 146 x 394

Line Stage Preamplifiers 

£ 5,829.17 £ 6,995.00
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The VK-33SE is an extraordinary, high performance 
preamplifier that we are proud to place on the same podium 
with the VK-53SE and REX 3. All you need to do is listen…

VK-33SE

Dimensions (mm): 483 x 146 x 394

Optional Phono Module | 46/60dB gain (Factory install only)

4x 6H30 SuperTube Preamp, 2x 6C19 current source tubes, 
transformer coupled output stage

Weight: 18.1 kg

UK Sales: 01423 358 846
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£ 8,329.17 £ 9,995.00

Line Stage Preamplifiers 

VK-53SE

Dimensions (mm): 483 x 146 x 394

Weight: 20.4 kg

8x 6H30 SuperTube Preamp, transformer coupled output stage

The VK-53SE is the finest single-chassis preamplifier ever 
offered by Balanced Audio Technology. It features a 
transformer-coupled, high-current, single gain-stage 
topology. The transformer-coupled outputs catapult the 
performance of this fully balanced, zero-feedback design to a 
higher level. These transformers replace BAT's venerable Six-
Pak of output capacitors with custom-designed amorphous 
core output transformers. Each is encapsulated within a mu-
metal shield for the ultimate in signal purity and noise 
isolation.

£ 12,495.83 £ 14,995.00

REX 3 Preamplifier

Amorphous Core transformer coupled output stage

The culmination of nearly two decades of design, the fully 
balanced REX 3 preamplifier represents the pinnacle of BAT's 
purist approach to building a statement control centre 
without peer. Featuring a vacuum-tube power module and 
separate control module, this ground-breaking two-box 
component features a transformer-coupled output stage (aka 
T-REX). The latter replaces BAT's Six- Pak of output capacitors 
with custom-designed amorphous core output transformers. 
Sonically, they offer greater dynamics, transparency, top-to-
bottom extension, and a more organic portrayal of music.

Reference Dual Chassis 8x 6H30 SuperTube Preamp, separate 
power and control modules.

Weight: 35.4 kg

Dimensions (mm): 483 x 146 x 394

£ 25,000.00 £ 30,000.00

Office: 01423 358 846
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Phono Preamplifiers

Dimensions (mm): 483 x 146 x 394

VK-P6SE

Balanced Audio Technology's VK-P6SE improves upon the 
startlingly good VK-P6 by adding a Special Edition gain stage 
configuration and the same Six-Pak oil-filled output 
capacitors employed by the reference VK-P12. Your records, 
your system, and your emotional satisfaction will be greatly 
rewarded with the VK-P6SE in the chain.

6922 + 6C45 Tubes - SIX-PAK capacitor coupled output stage - 
50/55dB gain

Weight: 16.8 kg

£ 4,995.83 £ 5,995.00

VK-P12SE

Dimensions (mm): 483 x 146 x 394

A Special Edition version of BAT's VK-P12 phonostage, VK-
P12SE includes numerous engineering improvements to offer 
greater information retrieval and supreme musical 
presentation. The first gain stage is completely revised to 
provide a substantially lower noise floor. In addition to the 
transformer-coupled output transformers, a reconfigured 
output stage incorporates four high-gain 6C45 tubes. They 
provide high-current and low-output impedance, establishing 
superb drive and crystalline transparency. These 
enhancements result in a phonostage with improved silence 
in the quietest musical passages, unfettered dynamic ease, 
and a grand sense of scale. For listeners that may want even 
more performance, VK-P12SE is fully upgradeable to the VK-
P12SE SuperPak.

6922 + 6C45 + 6SN7 Tubes - Transformer Coupled - Built-in SUT 
- 45/60/65/80dB gain

Weight: 19.5 kg

£ 8,329.17 £ 9,995.00

VK-P12SE SPK £ 10,412.50 £ 12,495.00(VK-P12SE with SuperPak output stage)

Options / Accessories

Preamplifier Remote System  (older preamps) £ 625.00 £ 750.00

VK-P3 Phono Module  (VK-3iX, 20, 31, 32, 42) £ 833.33 £ 1,000.00

VK-P20 Phono Module  (VK-3000SE, 23SE, 43SE) £ 833.33 £ 1,000.00

VK-33SE Series XPAK £ 541.67 £ 650.00

REX3 preamplifier XPAK £ 1,250.00 £ 1,500.00

Office: 01423 358 846
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Amplifiers - Tube Power Amplifiers

VK-56

The Balanced Audio Technology VK-56 represents the 
meticulous application of modern design principles to the 
development of a compact, affordable, and supremely easy-
to-use vacuum-tube power amplifier that sets a new 
standard for musicality in its class.

110W Mono tube | 55WPC Stereo

Weight: 22.7 kg

£ 4,162.50 £ 4,995.00

VK-56SE

110W Mono tube | 55WPC Stereo | 6H30 SuperTube current 
sources, SuperPak power supply

Weight: 22.7 kg

VK-56SE uses a 6C33C-B triode output tube that offers many 
times the current delivery of the 6550/KT90 tube variant 
used in most traditional tube amplifiers. VK-56SE also 
incorporates vacuum tube current sources for the first gain 
stage to provide an unforgettably soulful portrayal of 
harmonic texture and instrumental timbre. Your recordings 
will sound more alive while simultaneously yielding greater 
finesse, grace, and inner detail.

£ 7,079.17 £ 8,495.00

The highly anticipated successor to VK-75, the empire-
building VK-76SE features a completely revised power supply, 
fuse-less protection circuit, active current sources for its two 
gain stages, intelligent auto-bias circuit with LED indicators, 
and high-current, all-triode, zero-feedback, fully balanced 
topology.

Dimensions (mm): 432 x 203 x 610

Weight: 40.8 kg

VK-76SE

150W Mono tube | 75 WPC Stereo | zero global feedback, 
fully symmetrical circuit

£ 11,662.50 £ 13,995.00

Office: 01423 358 846
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Amplifiers - Tube Power Amplifiers

REX 3 Stereo

The all-triode REX 3 power amplifier represents a 
technological tour de force of modern engineering applied to 
vacuum-tube power-amplifier design. From the plug-and-
play simplicity provided by its auto-biasing and electronic 
protection circuits, to the palpable illusion of recreating the 
original musical event in your home, the REX 3 combines 
high-power output, beautiful midrange texture, and great 
extension at the frequency extremes.

Dimensions (mm): 432 x 229 x 610

Reference 160W Mono tube | Reference 80 WPC Stereo | zero 
global feedback, fully symmetrical circuit

Weight: 46.3 kg

£ 16,666.67 £ 20,000.00

REX 3 Mono Pair £ 33,333.33 £ 40,000.00

Amplifiers - Solid State Power Amplifiers 

Dimensions (mm): 483 x 165 x 406

Weight: 34 kg

VK-255SE

The VK-255SE power amplifier represents Balanced Audio 
Technology's hallmark out-of-the box approach to audio 
circuit design. Unlike most solid-state amplifiers that feature 
four or more gain stages in a high-feedback push-pull 
configuration, the VK-255SE features only two gain blocks in 
a high-power, zero feedback, and purely symmetrical design.

200W Mono | 150 WPC Stereo | N-Channel MOSFET Amp 
with Super-Pak power supply

£ 7,495.83 £ 8,995.00

Office: 01423 358 846
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VK-655SE 

400W Mono | 300 WPC Stereo | N-Channel MOSFET Amp 
with Super-Pak power supply

The fully balanced VK-655SE power amplifier is the ultimate 
expression of BAT amplifier engineering. A true dual-mono 
component featuring independent channel assemblies, 
power transformers, and separate power cords for the left 
and right channels, the purist approach-based VK-655SE 
yields maximum soundstage width and depth.

Weight: 54.4 kg

Dimensions (mm): 483 x 241 x 597

£ 13,745.83 £ 16,495.00
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Inc VATAmplifiers - Solid State Power Amplifiers 

Amplifiers - Hybrid Integrated Amplifier

Weight: 22.7 kg

The VK-3000SE's elegant design and technical prowess 
ultimately exist to serve the music. For any integrated 
amplifier, the crucial test is its sound, and the performance 
afforded by the VK-3000SE is breathtaking—and pure BAT. 
“Open,” “delicate,” “smooth,” and “powerful” immediately 
come to mind when describing its sonic characteristics.

150 WPC Integrated Stereo Amplifier with 6H30 SuperTube 
Unistage™ Linestage / Solidstate Amp

VK-3000SE

Dimensions (mm): 483 x 146 x 394

£ 6,662.50 £ 7,995.00

Options / Accessories

VK-55/REX  (stereo-to-mono adaptor kit) £ 208.33 £ 250.00

Office: 01423 358 846
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